Abstract-This work is related to the combinatorial data analysis problem of seriation used for data visualization and exploratory analysis. Seriation re-sequences the data, so that more similar samples or objects appear closer together, whereas dissimilar ones are further apart. Despite the large number of current algorithms to realize such re-sequencing, there has not been a systematic way for analyzing the resulting sequences, comparing them, or fusing them to obtain a single unifying one. We propose a new positional proximity measure that evaluates the similarity of two arbitrary sequences based on their agreement on pairwise positional information of the sequenced objects. Furthermore, we present various statistical properties of this measure as well as its normalized version modeled as an instance of the generalized correlation coefficient. Based on this measure, we define a new procedure for consensus seriation that fuses multiple arbitrary sequences based on a quadratic assignment problem formulation and an efficient way of approximating its solution. We also derive theoretical links with other permutation distance functions and present their associated combinatorial optimization forms for consensus tasks. The utility of the proposed contributions is demonstrated through the comparison and fusion of multiple seriation algorithms we have implemented, using many real-world datasets from different application domains.
INTRODUCTION
C OMBINATORIAL data analysis (CDA) [1] , [2] is the broader field of methodologies operating through the arrangement, ordering, grouping or other discrete structural manipulation with the aim of revealing and summarizing data properties and trends. Examples include data clustering, community detection in graphs, prototype reduction, feature subset selection, sample or feature ranking. This work is concerned with an exploratory CDA methodology referred to as seriation (or sequencing). Its objective is the linear repositioning of a set of data objects, such that the more similar ones are arranged in proximity whereas the more dissimilar appear further apart. There exist many different seriation algorithms to generate such data orderings, and these are based on different assumptions and cost functions. Their input is typically a set of inter-object relational measurements provided by the user in the form of a (dis)similarity matrix.
Seriation is largely cross-disciplinary and it has its roots in the work proposed by Petrie [3] back in 1899 for archaeology. Some examples of situations where seriation has been very useful include the following. In [3] graves were initially characterised by sets of morphological characteristics of artifacts, such as pottery, found inside them. Subsequently, the graves were chronologically ordered to provide what is referred to as sequence dating. In a similar example in paleontology, we can have as the objects to be ordered to be sites of excavation and their features the presence or absence of certain mammal genera remains. Using site similarity and also auxiliary site age information the sites can then be ordered in a biochronological order [4] . In machine learning seriation can be used to pre-estimate the number of clusters or assess the tendency of the data patterns to form clusters. This is important for several clustering algorithms whose parameterization makes direct or indirect use of the approximate cluster number, or for the user to analyse and interpret the clustering tendency [5] . A related application is the use of seriation for data visualisation. In bioinformatics and for microarray gene expression data, for instance, the gene-by-array matrix can be reordered either along the row or the column to reveal the latent structure of multidimensional data [6] . Exploratory data analysis of biological data using seriation is very important as it can identify biological dynamics, such as successive cell differentiation stages or cell cycles [7] . Text mining is another application example. Given a corpus, datasets represented as word-by-document matrices can be compiled. Applying seriation to such matrices using, for example, cosine similarities between documents, can facilitate multiway spectral cluster assignments [8] , or track the flow of conversation in newsgroup postings [4] . In sociology, tabular arrangements of data measuring social relationships, referred to as sociomatrices, can be subjected to row and column rearrangements in order to produce improved and more standardized representations of the sociometric tests [9] . Seriation has also been applied to psychiatric data where patient-by-symptom matrices are available. For example, two correlation matrices, one between patients and one between symptoms, can be constructed and seriated. The resulting orders can provide the means for interaction linkage analysis between the two types of objects [10] . Overall, seriation has been intensely used and often reinvented in numerous fields such as archaeology, anthropology, biology, bioinformatics, cartography, sociology, database design, document processing, network analysis, psychology, ecology, linguistics, manufacturing, circuit design, as well as data analysis, visualization and machine learning. For a comprehensive overview of its applications and theoretical details, the reader is redirected to the reviewing works of [1] , [2] , [9] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] .
In the following, we demonstrate the exploratory value of seriation using the two very simple synthetic 2D datasets of Figs. 1a, 1b. The different structures in the two sets have been labeled to aid the subsequent discussion. Using the euclidean distance as a measure of dissimilarity between the points in each dataset, we obtain the corresponding dissimilarity maps. These are plotted in Figs. 1c, 1d, by linearly mapping the matrix data range to the available colormap. Because the original sample order does not need to obey any structure, these two maps appear completely unstructured and convey no meaningful information. Using seriation the samples can be reordered so that more similar/proximate ones are placed closer. This new order can be used to simultaneously reorder both rows and columns of the unordered maps in Figs. 1c, 1d and produce their seriated versions shown in Figs. 1e, 1f. Although the latter maps contain exactly the same information as the unordered ones, object sequencing reveals many interesting data properties.
For example, all samples within each of the tight clusters A and C in Fig. 1a correspond to the darker (of higher similarity or shorter distance) diagonal blocks A and C, respectively, in Fig. 1e . These blocks are very discernible as all points within each associated cluster are far closer to each other than to any other point. By contrast, the points composing the long and thin cluster B cannot correspond to a solid block in Fig. 1e , but a rather patterned one. Specifically, this block contains a band of high similarity values along its main diagonal, that reveals the continuum of few proximate samples along the path of the cluster. The radially decreasing off-diagonal similarities within block B represent samples located far from each other as a result of the span and shape of the cluster. The off-diagonal blocks in Fig. 1e capture key between-structure variations. For example, block D displays the gradual variation from shorter distances (left side of block) between points in cluster A and bottom part of cluster B, to larger distances (right side of block) between A and the top of B and cluster C. Also, block E in Fig. 1e contains mostly low-varying large distances. This reflects the fact that clusters A and C are compact and far apart from each other relative to their diameters.
Similar observations can be made for the flower dataset. For example, the leaves G, H, I and the petals J in Fig. 1b can be clearly identified by the four blocks along the main diagonal of the seriated map in Fig. 1f . Unsurprisingly, the almost linear thin stem structure F gives rise to the small block F containing diagonally concentrated short distances. The patterns in the three top-row blocks between F and K in Fig. 1f reflect the passing of the stem F by each of the leaves G, H and I. The larger distances in block K show that most of the constituent points of stem F lie far from the petals J. More observations can be made for the remaining blocks of both seriated maps.
Although practical applications of seriation involve data of much higher complexity and dimensionality, analysis of the seriated (dis)similarity maps notably aids the understanding of the properties, distributions and tendencies of the data. Many different algorithms to seriate data objects have been proposed (we experiment with a representative set in Section 4.1). These either employ heuristics to seek permutations that maintain proximity of objects which are more similar to each other, or combinatorial optimization procedures that rely on merit or loss functions to locate the exact or approximate optimal, in that sense, ordering. Such functions are typically defined to act on the seriated (dis) similarity maps and evaluate the seriation quality or error by aggregating comparisons between the matrix entries. For a detailed analysis, the reader is referred to [13] , [15] .
This work introduces novel tools to facilitate both the application and evaluation of seriation results. Specifically, one contribution is a new measure and its associated coefficient to compare arbitrary orderings in terms of how proximately or distantly they arrange the objects. We also present several useful algebraic and statistical properties of this coefficient. Comparing two orderings is very important in order to evaluate the output of different seriation algorithms or when designing a new one. For example, when for a particular experimental domain, an approximate but fast algorithm is constantly producing results very similar to a slower algorithm that relies on exact combinatorial optimization, the former could be more practical to the user for regular application. The second contribution is a new formulation for fusing multiple arbitrary orderings. This is important for achieving consensus (or ensemble) seriation. For example, when one seriation method cannot be preferred over another one, then multiple ones can be applied and have their outputs combined in a single unifying ordering. We express the underlying model as a quadratic assignment problem (QAP) and we offer a fast approximate procedure for solving it. The third contribution is that we analyze existing measures for comparing permutations in terms of what type of fusion models they produce and what type of optimization such models require. Finally, we include various experimental case studies to demonstrate the applicability and usefulness of our contributions.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 revisits some previous methods related to data ordering and consensus analysis. Section 3 contains the main contributions. Specifically, after setting out some basic concepts in Section 3.1, we introduce the new similarity measure in Section 3.2. The coefficient version of the measure and a summary of its key properties are presented in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 contains the proposed consensus seriation approach, while Section 3.5 discusses its relative links with existing measures. Experimentations, comparisons and results are included in Section 4, while Section 5 concludes the work.
PREVIOUS WORK
In order to obtain a measure of association between two given arrangements of a collection of objects, we can rely on the comparison of their corresponding permutations. This is because such orderings can be directly represented as permutation vectors. There exist various metrics for comparing permutations, such as the Hamming distance, Spearman footrule, Spearman coefficient, Kendall coefficient, Cayley distance, etc. [16] . However, such measures are mostly applicable to rankings of objects where within each specified arrangement the precedence or priority of some objects over others is of importance. For example, ordering documents subject to search keywords or ordering algorithms according to their performance across multiple datasets. As will be explained in Section 3.2, in order to compare two seriation sequences we need to take into account the relative object positions within the sequences and not their precedence, as the latter does not directly reflect the character and goals of seriation. Existing permutation measures are not necessarily designed to take this into account. Examples include the popular Kendall coefficient that enumerates discordant object pairs between two rankings, the Spearman coefficient based on the sum of squared rank differences, or the Hamming distance that counts matching object locations (see Section 3.5).
With regard to consensus analysis whereby the results of multiple algorithms are combined to a single unifying outcome t t, a lot has been done. One instance of such work is consensus ranking [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] . The procedure relies on the minimization of a cost typically defined as
where a set of b permutations or relations p p k with k ¼ 1; . . . ; b, possibly weighted by some positive w k , are given. The function dðÁ; ÁÞ is used to measure the distance between two given permutations or relations. As it is to be expected, the specific choice of this function defines the characteristics of the resulting outcome t t as well as the possible options for optimizing Eq. (1). A popular way of solving this problem is to represent each p p k as a binary asymmetric relation R k , where R k ij is equal to 1 when object i is given precedence over object j (disregarding ties). Then, the consensus or median relation R can be recovered by solving min R ij 2f0;1g:
where
. This is an NP-hard, computationally prohibitive for large dimensionalities problem, but various procedures have been proposed to tackle it [18] , [19] , [20] . Although, in this work we target the finding of a consensus permutation t t based on a formulation similar to Eq. (1), as we are not concerned with object precedence, we do not use existing permutation metrics. Instead, we propose a new measure dðÁ; ÁÞ to fit the current problem and we also show how the resulting consensus formulation can lend itself to an efficient approximation (see Section 3.4).
Another example of consensus analysis is that of consensus (or ensemble) clustering [22] , [23] , where the objective is to fuse a set of data partitions resulting from different clustering scenarios. A typical formulation of this problem for finding its median partition t t, is expressed as in Eq. (1), but with each p p k representing the dataset partition generated by the kth clustering algorithm. Again, various functions dðÁ; ÁÞ have been proposed to measure the distance between two partitions (such as the Mirkin distance or the Rand index) and various procedures to solve the consequent optimization problem [23] . Of relevance to our work is the rationale for why a consensus solution would be of any value or need. One reason is that when different algorithms produce different solutions and there is no reason to prefer any particular one over the others, then a solution that combines them all may be the most reasonable to adopt. Similar to consensus clustering, such a solution could exhibit better average performance across the datasets and reduce sensitivity to noise, outliers and sampling variations [22] . Additionally, when a single algorithm is executed multiple times and produces a different outcome in each run (because it is non-deterministic and sensitive to initial conditions, or different experimental conditions have been repeated, e.g., in gene expression analysis) then it often becomes necessary to combine its multiple outcomes.
In terms of consensus seriation very little has been done so far. A recent method [6] proposes to combine two specific seriation algorithms by taking advantage of their operating characteristics. An ordering sequence based on hierarchical clustering (HC) is initially obtained and then the nodes of the associated dendrogram are suitably flipped to bias the order towards the one generated by a second algorithm. In this way, the fused sequence combines the benefits from both algorithms, such as the local object behavior from the clustering and the global pattern grouping from the latter method. Another type of consensus seriation [4] relies on the adjustment of a specific seriation algorithm to accommodate an external permutation vector. This vector could either be the output of another algorithm or some ordering based on user domain knowledge. The method works by modifying the Laplacian matrix of a spectral seriation method to bias it towards the external order. Although both of the above approaches are achieving in a sense consensus seriation, they operate upon very specific seriation algorithms and they cannot be generalized to fuse multiple arbitrary sequences. In a recent major seriation review [15] , consensus seriation is stated to be a natural extension of the current status, when sequences from multiple algorithms are used or when varying control parameters lead to more robust solutions. Although it is advocated that this can be achieved through formulations similar to Eq. (2), as previously explained such solutions may not be appropriate because of the underlying distance function dðÁ; ÁÞ relying on object precedences.
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Preliminaries
A permutation p p of n objects is an one-to-one mapping from f1; 2; . . . ; ng onto itself. Frequently, a permutation p p is written as the vector listing the objects (or indices) in their permuted order, that is object p pðiÞ is assigned the position i, or conversely, p p À1 ðiÞ is the position of object i (although the reverse convention can be used where p pðiÞ denotes the rank of the ith object). There are a total of n! distinct permutations whose container set is denoted by S n .
For every permutation p p 2 S n we can directly define an n Â n permutation matrix P p p as
Multiplying any arbitrary conformable matrix X from the left (right) with a permutation matrix P p p , will permute accordingly the rows (columns) of X. The operation P p p XP T p p will permute both rows and columns simultaneously according to the order dictated by p p. Furthermore, two permutations p p and t t can be combined to produce a new permutation. For example, given a vector x x 2 R n , the sequence P t t P p p x x, applies P p p first to permute x x and then P t t . This is equivalent to applying p p t t to x x (where p p t t is defined as the standard function composition that maps i to p pðt tðiÞÞ, and is often denoted as the product p pt t). This is because ½P t t P p p x x i ¼ ½P p p x x t tðiÞ ¼ x x p pðt tðiÞÞ ¼ x x ðp pt tÞðiÞ ¼ ½P p pt t x x i .
Of relevance to this work, are two popular combinatorial problems whose solutions rely on finding permutations that optimize some performance index. One is the linear assignment problem (LAP) [24] , [25] with the objective of finding an optimal allocation of n objects (e.g., facilities) to n different objects (e.g., locations), given costs X ij of placing the ith facility to the jth location. Two possible expressions of the overall minimizing cost are given by
where the sought permutation p p assigns the ith facility to the p pðiÞth location. The optimal solution of LAP can be found using the Hungarian method of complexity Oðn 3 Þ. A related but NP-hard variation is the quadratic assignment problem [25] , [26] , [27] , [28] , [29] . Its objective is also to minimize the overall cost associated with the one-to-one assignment p p between two different types of n objects (e.g., facilities and locations), but it is based on two n Â n coefficient matrices. For example, X ij can correspond to the distance between locations i and j and Y ij to the flow between facilities i and j. Two of the many possible expressions of the QAP are given by
Positional Proximity Measure
We firstly introduce here a positional proximity measure d P : S n Â S n ! R þ that calculates the similarity between any two given permutations t t; p p 2 S n . We define this as
This measure aggregates information from all individual pairs ði; jÞ with 1 i < j n within t t and p p, on how proximate the positions of objects i and j are in relation to each other. 1 The individual positional distances in Eq. (6) are squared, so that the actual orders in which the two objects occur are ignored.
2 Therefore, if the relative distance between t tðiÞ and t tðjÞ is the same as the one between p pðiÞ and p pðjÞ, then the contribution of the pair ði; jÞ will be the same regardless of where i and j are placed in each permutation. As an example, we can consider the extreme case where e p p is a flipped version of p p, i.e., e p pðiÞ ¼ p pðn À i þ 1Þ. Using the above measure, we have d P ðt t; p pÞ ¼ d P ðt t; e p pÞ for any t t. This precedence invariance is not the case, however, for other similarity measures or distance metrics between permutations [16] . The reason is that they take into account the occurrence order of elements, as they conceptually assume the permutations to represent rankings or priorities between the n objects. This is likely to be the case for many 1 2. The measure could also be alternatively defined as d P ðt t; p pÞ ¼ P 1 i < j n t tðiÞ À t tðjÞ j j Áp pðiÞ À p pðjÞ j j . However, the former formulation allows a direct approximation of the consensus seriation model presented in Section 3.4.
applications, and we discuss such measures as well as their links to the proposed measure later in Section 3.5. The precedence invariance of the proposed d P is much more suitable to the underlying character of seriation that requires more similar objects to be positioned closer together, without paying attention to their actual precedence.
It can be seen from Eq. (6) , that because d P is a sum of products of terms (with these terms being the squared distances from each of the t t and p p), for each pair ði; jÞ, the more similar in magnitude the two terms are, the higher the summation becomes. This can be justified more formally by defining the n 2 À Á -length vector v v t t ¼ ½ðt tð1Þ À t tð2ÞÞ 2 ; ðt tð1Þ À t tð3ÞÞ 2 ; ðt tð1Þ À t tð4ÞÞ 2 ; . . . ; ðt tðiÞ À t tðjÞÞ 2 ; . . . ; ðt tðn À 1Þ À t tðnÞÞ 2 T to contain in some predetermined order all squared distances enumerated by the summation in Eq. (6) . Then, for a similarly defined accompanying v v p p , d P can be simply expressed as the inner product v v T t t v v p p . Based on that, we can employ a rearrangement theorem from [30] which states that given any two vectors x x; y y 2 R n and their corresponding versions x x þ and y þ y þ sorted in ascending order, we have
From the rightmost inequality, we can see that v v T t t v v p p obtains its maximum when the vectors v v t t and v v p p are ordered similarly, which occurs when t t and p p have identical positional distance terms ðt tðiÞ À t tðjÞÞ 2 and ðp pðiÞ À p pðjÞÞ 2 . The more similar the two terms are on average for each ði; jÞ, the higher v v T t t v v p p and accordingly d P become. Note, that for any t t 2 S n , its corresponding v v t t is always composed of exactly the same elements (e.g., n À 1 ones, n À 2 fours, n À 3 nines ; . . . ; one occurrence of ðn À 1Þ
2 ) but these occur in different restricted order within v v t t for each different t t.
A desirable property when working with permutations is the right-invariance one which is shared by most measures [16] . This property requires the comparison between two permutations to be independent to any arbitrary relabeling of the n objects. This is also a reasonable expectation for the object sequencing applications we consider here. The proposed d P is right-invariant because d P ðt t; p pÞ ¼ d P ðt ts s; p ps sÞ; 8t t; p p; s s 2 S n ;
as a result of Eq. (6) not changing when s s simultaneously permutes the ranks in t t and p p to realize the object relabeling. Because of this, we can simplify the similarity estimation as d P ðt t; p pÞ ¼ d P ðt tp p À1 ; e eÞ, where e e denotes the identity permutation defined by e eðiÞ ¼ i.
Some further useful observations can be obtained if we expand and then simplify Eq. (6) using some basic properties of permutations. We can finally reach the equivalent expression
t tðiÞp pðiÞ
which depends on sums of products of components from the two vectors, and involves constants
(1 1 n is the column vector containing n ones, and the notation t t is used interchangeably to denote both the underlying mapping and the column vector corresponding to the permutation). It is noteworthy, that Eq. (9) is equivalent to a nonlinear mixture of the central cross-moments of order two and three between t t and p p. An mth order central cross-moment between two stochastic variables X and Y is defined as m 
This can be easily proved by re-expressing the covariance as
and one of the three possible cokurtosis measures as
ðt tðiÞ 2 p pðiÞ þ t tðiÞp pðiÞ 2 Þ À 3k
The simplifications in Eqs. (11), (12) rely on the fact that all permutations have the same mean
n and the same sum of squares k 2 . From the latest formulation of the measure in Eq. (10), it can be seen that d P increases when the squared covariance increases. This corresponds to both permutations t t and p p ordering the objects with their positions correlated or anti-correlated. Additionally, d P increases when the cokurtosis increases. In general, this statistic measures the degree of peakedness of one variable with respect to the other, but in the current context the increase corresponds to how the squared distances from the mean for each individual variable match those in the other variable. In either case, the actual precedence between objects is ignored so that, as previously mentioned, even a mirrored version e p p yields squared covariance, cokurtosis and consequently d P values equal to those as when comparing p p with a reference t t. Other measures, such as Spearman correlation (discussed later in Section 3.5) can also be expressed directly using the covariance, but it is sensitive to the actual precedence between objects.
Positional Proximity Coefficient
We now define two matrix functions A; B : S n ! R nÂn as
Aðt tÞ ¼ Bðt tÞ Bðt tÞ;
Bðt tÞ ¼ t t1 1
where the symbol denotes the Hadamard matrix product. These two compact notations provide us with matrix elements of the form ½Aðt tÞ ij ¼ ðt tðiÞ À t tðjÞÞ 2 and ½Bðt tÞ ij ¼ t tðiÞ À t tðjÞ.
Using the above, we can obtain a very convenient expression for d P that can be used to establish a more direct link with the combinatorial problems considered here (see Section 3.4) and also with other existing permutation measures (see Section 3.5). Specifically, the positional proximity measure in Eq. (6) can be equivalently re-expressed using matrix notation as
½Aðt tÞ ij ½Aðp pÞ ij
The latter expression can be used to provide an instance of the generalized correlation coefficient [31] , [32] 
between two vectors of observations x x and y y. The elements X ij and Y ij of the two auxiliary matrices X and Y, are some type of scores associated with the sample pairs ðx x i ; x x j Þ and ðy y i ; y y j Þ, respectively. By setting the auxiliary score matrices in Eq. (16) to be Aðt tÞ and Aðp pÞ, we can define a positional proximity coefficient given by
This is equivalent to normalizing d P in Eq. (15) with the maximum possible value it can assume. It further simplifies to
because from Eqs. (13), (14) Aðp pÞ is symmetric and also the denominator is independent of the chosen permutation and therefore constant (see supplementary material, Appendix A, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/ TPAMI.2015.2470671). g P is positive because of the trace quantities being positive and it cannot exceed one because of the Cauchy-Bunyakovskii-Schwarz inequality. The more similar the positional information two given permutations t t and p p contain, the higher the value of g P will be. The proposed coefficient can be used, for example, to measure the degree by which two different sequences agree. These sequences could be the output of two different seriation algorithms or the output from one algorithm executed with two different conditions (e.g., different initial state or randomization, different sample (dis)similarity measures applied on the raw dataset, etc.). Coefficient values could also be combined over multiple datasets (from different or a specific problem domain) to examine the gross agreement between two or more algorithms (Section 4 exemplifies its use in similar setups).
It is of interest to derive some basic statistics of g P ðt t; p pÞ that could contribute to such comparisons. Using the rightinvariance property, discussed in Section 3.2, this is equivalent to deriving statistics for a unary reformulation of g P , expressed asĝ P ðr rÞ g P ðr r; e eÞ for a random permutation r r 2 S n and the identity permutation e e. Assuming a uniform distribution imposed over all n! permutations r r, the mean and variance ofĝ P and thus g P can be derived as functions of n. This can be achieved by employing certain formulae for more general QAP matrices [32] , which (as shown in supplementary material, Appendix B, available online) eventually lead to
The above can be useful for statistically analyzing observations using, for instance, Chebyshev's or Cantelli's inequalities. Also, z-scoresĝ
can be used for more useful interpretation of comparisons; for example, when comparing the performance of algorithms using multiple datasets of different sizes in order to make the evaluation independent of n. Also, although the distribution ofĝ P appears to be heavy right-tailed, it has been demonstrated in [32] for more general QAP expressions that it can be well approximated by a normal distribution, and in this case standard normal tables can also be utilized. The minimum value attainable by g P ðt t; p pÞ corresponds to two sequences t t and p p containing object positions in total disagreement. Because of the way the proximity measure is defined in Eq. (6), however, this minimum value of g P can never reach zero. We can calculate its minimum by finding the constant permutation (we refer to it as the bounce permutation) that mimimizesĝ P ð Þ. This permutation, which resembles but is not equal to the zig-zag permutation defined in [25] , [26] for a certain class of QAP problems, is given by
for i ¼ 1; . . . ; n with m ¼ n 2 . We only investigate the case for even n here (see supplementary material, Appendix D, available online). Eq. (21) can also be expressed more concisely as
where ½Á is the Iverson bracket. For example, for n ¼ 12 we have ¼ ½6; 8; 4; 10; 2; 12; 1; 11; 3; 9; 5; 7 T . This vector relocates all the objects to be maximally apart (in terms of their squared pairwise positional distances evaluated by d P ) from e e ¼ ½1; 2; 3; . . . ; 12
T . For instance, objects 1 and 12 which appear furthest within e e are moved to be the closest in ; then objects 2 and 11 from the next largest distance within e e are moved on immediately next to 1 and 12, and the pattern carries on by alternating the placement of each subsequent pair.
To find the minimum value of d P , we need to compute d P ð ; e eÞ ¼ We 
It can be seen that L g P !
A final observation is that the proposed proximity coefficient can be used to derive a metric distance. The properties of non-negativity, definiteness and reflexivity, as well as symmetry can be satisfied with the simple transformation 1 À g P ðt t; p pÞ. The triangle inequality can also be satisfied using transformations based on concave metric preserving functions [33] .
Consensus Seriation and Sequence Fusion
We now turn our attention to achieving consensus seriation using the proposed positional proximity measure. That is, as discussed in Section 2, combining multiple sequences by fusing their constituent positional information, so that objects that frequently appear closer in different sequences are more likely to appear closer in the unifying sequence. Given a set of b positive weights w k which sum to unity and b associated permutations p p k 2 S n , with k ¼ 1; . . . ; b, the objective is to find the optimal permutation
The weights w k are optionally used to alter the importance of the different permutations. The above optimization employs a weighted summation similar to Eq. (1) for consensus ranking and consensus clustering models, but it is based on the proposed positional similarity measure d P of Eq. (6) to maximize the average pairwise object similarities between the sought t t Ã and each p p k . In the following, we will elaborate on the formulation of Eq. (25), establish links with combinatorial optimization problems and suggest an efficient approximation to solve it.
Using Eq. (15), the above maximand can be written (adjusting for constant terms) as
The
corresponds to the positional distances between objects i and j, weighted and aggregated over all permutations p p k . The intuitive character of the optimization can be easily observed if we express Eq. (26) as P n i;j¼1 ðt tðiÞ À t tðjÞÞ 2 K ij .
Each positional distance term K ij can be thought of as a reference weight. The larger this weight is, the stronger the maximization for that ijth term will be, and therefore the further apart the positions t tðiÞ and t tðjÞ are pushed. The optimization problem of Eq. (25) is in fact a QAP one (see Section 3.1). We can show this, by observing that the maximand can be rewritten from Eq. (26) as
since for any t t and its corresponding permutation matrix P t t , we have ½P t t Aðe eÞP T t t ij ¼ ðt tðiÞ À t tðjÞÞ 2 ¼ ½Aðt tÞ ij . Eq. (28) matches the definition of Eq. (5) and it therefore corresponds to QAP Aðe eÞ; ÀK ð Þ . The two defining QAP coefficient matrices are the distance Aðe eÞ (a constant symmetric Toeplitz matrix with ijth elements of the form ði À jÞ 2 ) and the flow matrix ÀK (negated to indicate maximization).
The maximizing quantity of Eq. (26) can also be expressed more conveniently as follows:
where K i is the ith row vector of K. The last expression makes use of a symmetric Laplacian matrix defined as L ¼ diagðK1 1 n Þ À K, where diagðK1 1 n Þ is the diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal element is formed by the sum of K i . The expression in Eq. (30), for continuous t t and similarities K ij , rather than distances, between vertices/objects i and j, is similar to the quadratic quantity commonly seen in spectral embedding methods [34] , [35] . It can be easily seen that the quadratic form in Eq. (30) can give rise to an alternative but equivalent QAP formulation because t t T Lt t ¼ ðP t t e eÞ T LP t t e e ¼ tr P t t e ee e T P
The expression in Eq. (31) also matches the definition of Eq. (5) and corresponds to QAP e ee e T ; ÀL À Á , with e ee e T being the distance matrix and ÀL the flow. A similar QAP formulation has also been used in [36] for a different problem, the 2-sum one, to model matrix envelope reduction.
Any QAP solver [27] , [28] , [29] can be used to optimize either of the two QAP formulations. For example, one could consider an exact solver based on dynamic programming, cutting planes or branch and bound methods. However, for the sequencing problems considered here with dimensionalities of at least hundreds of samples, such an approach would be impractical. An alternative would be to use a heuristic method, such as local search, simulated annealing (SA) or evolutionary optimization. However, such methods can also be slow due to the large number of function evaluations they require and can be sensitive to different parameterizations.
In this work, we approximate the maximization of P b k¼1 w k d P t t; p p k ð Þ¼t t T Lt t with t t 2 S n , using for simplicity a spectral seriation approach [4] , [8] , [37] , [38] . This relies on the relaxation of t t to a continuous vector accompanied by scale constraints, which according to the Rayleigh-Ritz theorem [39] , finds the optimal solution by simply eigen-decomposing the Laplacian. As has been shown in [38] , spectral ordering can provide the means for optimally recovering the ordering of a symmetric similarity matrix, if there actually exists a permutation that can bring this matrix into a Robinson form (that is, a matrix with entries non-increasing while moving away from the diagonal). This substantiates the use of the method despite its approximate character owed to the relaxation. The solving permutation in that case is found by examining the order of the elements of the Fiedler eigenvector (the one corresponding to the second smallest eigenvalue). Although in most practical cases a similarity matrix contains measurement noise and cannot be a brought into a perfect Robinson form, as demonstrated in the aforementioned works, the solving eigenvector generates an order that keeps strongly similar objects mostly together.
In our case, since K contains dissimilarities and we maximize t t T Lt t, we are only interested in the dominant eigenvector v v of L. Adapting the method of [38] , if the b permutations p p k are in full agreement, then matrix K can be reordered into an anti-Robinson form (that is, one with non-decreasing entries while moving away from the diagonal). Although this is an ideal situation, in practical cases where the p p k likely have discrepant information, object pairs i and j with large average positional distance K ij will be mostly positioned further apart. Here, we simply take the solution t t Ã to be the permutation that renders P t t Ã v v monotonically ordered in either direction. This procedure is very fast and produces approximate but practical solutions; other spectral variations from [4] , [8] , [38] can also be adapted. The cost of the optimization does not depend on the number b of available orderings to fuse, as the matrix K summarizes all given p p k (the inverse p p À1 k are actually used in Eq. (27) to get the object positions 1 ) and their weights w k . The cost of eigen-decomposition is in general of Oðn 3 Þ, but since only the dominant eigenvector of the Laplacian L is needed, a simple method such as the power iteration with converges linearly with a cost of Oðn 2 Þ operations per step, or the Rayleigh quotient iteration with converges cubically but with Oðn 3 Þ, or a more efficient Krylov subspace method can be used [40] .
Links to Other Methods
In this section, we present some alternative ways of optimizing the quantity P b k¼1 w k d t t; p p k ð Þ from Eqs.
(1), (25) using different existing measures dðÁ; ÁÞ between permutations [16] . Although, as previously explained such measures are not very suitable for seriation, here we focus on the type of combinatorial problems their consensus formulations generate for comparative purposes.
Hamming Measure
The Hamming distance, which is commonly used in information theory and communications, is perhaps the simplest way for comparing two permutations. It is defined as
It is easy to see the relationship between the Hamming distance of two permutations and the Frobenius norm of their corresponding permutation matrices. Specifically, using the definition in Eq. (3), we obtain
Based on this and the fact that tr½P t t P T t t ¼ n for any t t 2 S n , we can rewrite the relevant minimand as
In the above, the real valued matrix S ¼ P b k¼1 w k P p p k is the weighted sum of all permutations matrices corresponding to the b given p p k . Therefore, minimizing the original quantity in Eq. (34) , is equivalent to maximizing tr½P t t S T in Eq. (35) . This latter syntax can be seen to match the LAP definition in Eq. (4) as it it corresponds to the form LAP ÀS ð Þ, with ÀS being the cost matrix of the assignment.
It is interesting to additionally observe that since S is a convex combination of permutation matrices, it is a doubly stochastic matrix and according to Birkhoff's theorem [25] , it belongs to the convex polytope in R n 2 defined by vertices corresponding to all n Â n permutation matrices. If we further express the trace quantity in Eq. (35) as
we can see that the above problem is also equivalent to minimizing P t t À S k k 2 F . This shows that a consensus ranking search based on d H , is equivalent to searching for that vertex P t t that is closest (in the Frobenius norm sense) to the interior polytope point S, formed by the convex combination of the b selected vertices P p p k .
Spearman Measure
The unnormalized Spearman distance between two permutations is defined [16] as
The commonly used Spearman correlation coefficient is a normalized version of the above, designed to range within ½À1; þ1. It is given by g S ðt t; p pÞ ¼ 1 À . It is noteworthy that, as it has been observed in [31] , [32] , the Spearman coefficient can be expressed as a special case of the generalized correlation coefficient. This is possible through the use of Eq. (16) while setting the scores X ij and Y ij to be t tðiÞ À t tðjÞ and p pðiÞ À p pðjÞ, respectively. Further, using Eq. (14) leads to the coefficient rewritten more conveniently as
since tr½Bðt tÞBðp pÞ T ¼ P n i;j¼1 ðt tðiÞ À t tðjÞÞðp pðiÞ À p pðjÞÞ. Note, that the measure d S and the numerator above are affine versions of each other, since tr½Bðt tÞBðp pÞ T þ nd S ðt t; p pÞ ¼ nk 3 . Contrasting g S in Eq. (38) to the proposed positional proximity coefficient g P in Eqs. (17), (18) , shows that they both combine aggregate scores over all possible object pairs, but differ in the way these individual scores are calculated.
Moreover, using the expression of the covariance m ð1;1Þ t tp p from Eq. (11), we can rewrite Eq. (37) as
This can be compared with the more complex expression of d P in Eq. (10) that involves squared covariance and cokurtosis that enable it to ignore object precedences. We focus now on the combination of multiple permutations using the Spearman measure. Again, based on Eqs. (1), (25) , this leads to minimizing P b k¼1 w k d S t t; p p k ð Þ. Substituting with Eq. (37) we have
where s s ¼ P b k¼1 w k p p k is the convex combination of all permutations and k 2 the constant defined earlier in Section 3.2. Thus, the optimization is equivalent to maximizing the inner product t t T s s. However, this can be rewritten as 
which matches the problem LAP Às se e T À Á , with Às se e T being the underlying cost matrix. Note, that from the definition of S in Section 3.5.1, we have Se e ¼ P b k¼1 w k p p k ¼ s s, which shows that the LAP cost matrix can be equivalently considered to be ÀSe ee e T . In this particular case, however, the consensus ranking solution based on the Spearman measure can be obtained without solving the assignment problem, as by relying on Eq. (7), maximizing t t T s s is achieved by simply finding a permutation t t Ã that orders s s monotonically.
Kendall Measure
The unnormalized Kendall distance between two permutations is defined [16] . As with Spearman, the Kendall coefficient can be deemed to be a special case of the generalized correlation coefficient [31] , [32] . This is possible by setting the scores X ij and Y ij in Eq. (16) as sign t tðiÞ À t tðjÞ ð Þand sign p pðiÞ À p pðjÞ ð Þ , respectively. Based on this, we can define
where the function signðÁÞ is applied to a matrix elementwise. Then, the coefficient can be conveniently expressed as
The measure d K and the numerator above are affine versions of each other, since tr½Cðt tÞCðp pÞ T þ 4d K ðt t; p pÞ ¼ 4k 4 . This expression of g K in Eq. (44) can be compared with the Spearman coefficient g S in Eq. (38) , and the positional proximity coefficient g P in Eqs. (17) , (18) . All are special cases of the generalized correlation coefficient by using different types of scores over object pairs ði; jÞ. Table 1 summarizes all the relevant formulations for the existing and the proposed measures that act on permutation vectors.
As discussed in Section 2, consensus ranking methods [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] can rely on the minimization of Eq. (1), which typically leads to the problem of Eq. (2) when d K is used to measure permutation distances. Here, we provide an alternative formulation as a QAP that can be contrasted to the previous analysis. Similar to manipulations used in Section 3.4, we obtain the equivalent maximization of
The skew-symmetric matrix N ¼ P b k¼1 w k Cðp p k Þ collects the individual score matrices from the given permutations. Cðe eÞ is a constant matrix with 0, À1 and þ1 on, above and below the main diagonal, respectively. It can be seen, that maximizing Eq. (45) corresponds to QAP Cðe eÞ; ÀN ð Þ , with the distance and flow matrices being correspondingly Cðe eÞ and ÀN. QAP formulations for consensus ranking using other distance measure variants and based on different formulations from the ones employed here can also be found in [17] . Another observation is that both formulations of Eq. (2) and Eq. (45) are making use of weighted sums of the problem data through the matrices Q and N. However, the former is not processing permutation vectors p p k or matrices P p p k , but rather relations R k and seeks the median relation matrix R using a suitable set of transitivity constraints.
EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS
We now present various experiments to demonstrate the utility of the proposed contributions. Specifically, Section 4.1 shows how the proposed positional proximity coefficient g P can quantify the similarity between the outputs of different seriation algorithms. Also, Section 4.2 exemplifies the concept of consensus seriation through the merging of sequences from multiple algorithms using the proposed positional similarity d P and the spectral approximation. The applicability of such tasks has been previously discussed in Sections 1, 2 and 3.3.
Comparing Different Seriation Algorithms
For the comparative evaluation, we have employed a set of sixteen seriation algorithms 3 with varying characteristics. These, together with short descriptions of their inner workings, are given below:
Bond energy algorithm (BEA): maximizes the measure of effectiveness defined using local similarities within the reordered distance matrix [15] , [41] . Correlation order (CO): relies on the angular position of the samples from the two main eigenvectors of the correlation matrix [42] . Hierarchical clustering: returns the leaf order of the dendrogram constructed using an average linkage agglomerative clustering method [6] . The second variation improves this output by further applying optimal leaf ordering (OLO) [43] .
Hamiltonian path (HP): minimizes the Hamiltonian path through the graph of the object distances using a travelling salesman problem solver [15] . Linear seriation (LS): optimizes the QAP of Eq. (5) with a distance matrix containing the distances between objects, and a flow matrix with ijth elements defined as Àji À jj [32] , [44] . Multidimensional scaling (MDS1): returns the order of the objects along the first component generated using classical scaling. The second variation (MDS2) is based on non-metric scaling [45] . Principal component analysis (PCA): a simple seriation method that returns the order of objects along the first principal component [15] . Rank-2 elliptic seriation (R2E): locates the order of objects on the elliptic arrangement generated from repetitive application of correlation coefficient [10] . Simulated annealing: heuristically minimizes the antiRobinson events of the distance matrix [2] . Sorting points into neighborhoods (SPIN1): based on a fixed-point heuristic and a seriation template for the side-to-side version [7] . The second variation (SPIN2) is based on the neighborhood version [7] . Spectral seriation (SS1): based on the eigen-decomposition of the unnormalized Laplacian matrix of the corresponding dissimilarity graph [46] . The second variation (SS2) is based on a symmetric normalized Laplacian [8] . Visual assessment of cluster tendency (VAT): based on single linkage clustering where the order is returned via Prim's minimal spanning tree algorithm [5] . For LS, due to the large size of the datasets, we use a genetic algorithm to obtain an approximate solution in reasonable computation time. For HP, we use a heuristic solver based on pairwise node exchanges. The results with the SA method are entirely based on its implementation within the R seriation package [15] . 
The last column indicates the underlying combinatorial problem for the consensus task.
3. We have implemented a Matlab software toolbox that supports many seriation algorithms, different assessment and error measures, and various sequence manipulation routines; it is publicly available at http://pcwww.liv.ac.uk/$goulerma/software/seriation.zip.
To allow for a consistent comparison we have focused on a particular domain, namely bioinformatics, and we use the following seven gene expression datasets (additional results on a different domain can be found in the supplementary material, Appendix E, available online). Alpha CI [47] that contains 4,579 genes and 22 arrays representing genomewide mRNA levels for yeast. Elutriation [47] that contains measured ratios of gene expression levels for yeast with 5,981 genes and 14 arrays. Colon tissues [48] with data from 2,000 genes across 62 tissues. Grr [49] that contains the steady-state responses to changes in growth rate of yeast from 5,454 genes and 45 arrays. Carcinoma [50] with 7,457 genes across 36 tissues. Adenoma [50] with 7,086 genes from 8 tissues. Finally, SRBCT [51] containing gene expression data for 2,308 genes across 63 tissues. To enable all algorithms to produce results in reasonable execution times, we have randomly selected n ¼ 500 samples from each original dataset. Subsequently, each similarity matrix between all samples is estimated using Pearson correlation, which is typical in this application domain [6] , [13] , [48] . As the seriation algorithms rely on dissimilarities, the correlation values are subtracted from the unity according to [52] .
Each of the sixteen algorithms is applied independently to the dissimilarity matrix of each of the seven datasets and the generated ordering sequences are recorded. Then, the similarities between all 120 possible algorithm pairs are evaluated using the unnormalized version of the proposed coefficient g P . For each pair, the mean g P across all seven datasets is calculated together with the standard deviation. All these values are collected in Table 2 with the most similar algorithms shown boldfaced. As can be seen, there are algorithms with highly similar output, such as the pairs {LS, SS2}, {MDS1, SS2} and {PCA, SPIN1}, with corresponding average g P values of 0.982, 0.994 and 0.969. Other pairs have very low similarity; examples include {CO,HP} and {R2E, SPIN2} with average g P of 0.416 and 0.395, respectively. The low overall standard deviations show consistency of these findings across the datasets. This is also supported by the fact that the datasets are from a particular domain and are likely to exhibit similar characteristics.
The information from Table 2 can also be used to group the algorithms according to their pairwise similarities. A straightforward way of doing so, is to hierarchically cluster the algorithms using the upper part of the table. Fig. 2 shows the resulting dendrogram representing the different group hierarchies together with the corresponding linkage values. It can be seen that at the bottom of the figure, the algorithms {PCA, LS, MDS1, SS2, SPIN1} are all grouped together in a tight cluster, as all average pairwise coefficients between them are greater than 0.95. Other algorithms such as {SA, MDS2} form a moderately less tight group with similarity of 0.886. Remaining algorithms show to produce less similar seriation output; for example SPIN2 and VAT have less than 0.48 similarity with any other method. The upper triangle of the table contains the mean g P taken across all seven datasets (values !0.8 are boldfaced), whereas the lower triangle displays the corresponding standard deviations. Fig. 2 . Dendrogram (of cophenetic correlation coefficient ¼ 0.98) computed using complete linkage and the averaged g P values from Table 2 . Groups with linkage values (shown on the horizontal axis) of 0.8 and over are drawn in different shades. Fig. 3 presents a qualitative comparison between similar and dissimilar generated sequences. The figure displays the ordered distance maps for some selected algorithms applied to a dataset. Specifically, Figs. 3a, 3b which correspond to LS and SS2 show to be almost identical, and this is corroborated by the fact that their averaged similarity in Table 2 registers very high (g P ¼ 0.982). CO and HP, on the other hand, have a much lower similarity (g P ¼ 0.416) which can be visually verified by the distinctly contrasting structures within the distance maps of Figs. 3c, 3d. Comparably, differing visual patterns in the maps accompanied by low coefficient values can also be observed between the pairs SS2 and HP (g P ¼ 0.435), LS and CO (g P ¼ 0.586), and SS2 and CO (g P ¼ 0.575).
Using the proposed coefficient to compare the ordering sequences generated by different algorithms can be very useful to the practitioners of a specific field in a variety of ways. For example, Table 2 shows that LS and MDS1 give almost identical output (g P = 0.99). But, since MDS1 can be executed much faster than LS as it relies on an eigendecomposition, whereas LS needs to solve approximately a QAP problem, the use of MDS1 in terms of computational efficiency may stand as a better option. Another beneficial application would be to select a subset of algorithms with mostly dissimilar results. Dissimilarly performing algorithms could be used to capture different views and structural characteristics of a given dataset. Their output could also be used as sequences for fusion by a consensus seriation approach (see Section 4.2), or even as multiple seed solutions in heuristic seriation algorithms, such as the population-based optimizer for LS used here. It is also possible, instead of comparing two different algorithms across multiple datasets, to compare the output of a single algorithm on measurements obtained by varying the experimental conditions, or a single dataset where the sample (dis)similarities are obtained in different ways (e.g., using L p distances, kernels, correlations, divergences, etc.).
Consensus Seriation Experiments
In this section, we demonstrate the use of the consensus seriation method proposed in Section 3.4. For the purpose of presenting different examples, from the total of sixteen algorithms we choose five subsets T i that contain between three and six algorithms whose outputs are fused independently. These subsets are:
, VAT}, and T 5 ¼ {HP, LS, MDS1, MDS2, SS1, VAT}. The members of these subsets are mostly chosen randomly, but as it is not very useful to combine sequences that are too similar, care was taken to avoid having many similar ones for the shorter subsets (relying on Table 2 ). For example, the most similar pair in T 1 is {MDS1, R2E} with g P ¼ 0.635, and in T 2 and T 3 only the pair {MDS1, SS1} has relatively high g P ¼ 0.86 whereas the other pairs have g P < 0.665. For the remaining two larger subsets more similar pairs are allowed. We also set varying degrees of overlap between the subsets to examine the corresponding differences between the results. For example, T 2 and T 3 have three common members, and T 4 and T 5 have five. The ordering sequences used for fusion are the exact same ones that resulted from the experiments in Section 4.1 using n ¼ 500 samples per dataset. The Hamming based consensus method is implemented using a LAP solver (Section 3.5.1), the Spearman using sorting (Section 3.5.2) and the Kendall using a genetic algorithm to approximate the underlying QAP (Section 3.5.3). In all experiments, as Hamming, Spearman and Kendall are not insensitive to the orientation of sequences, to make the comparison more objective for those three methods, we repeat the fusion procedure with all possible combinations of having each sequence flipped and keep the best outcome. Also, for simplicity we set all weights w k to be equal; this renders equal significance to all fused sequences.
To quantitatively compare the seriation results, we use the relative generalized anti-Robinson events (RGAR) error measure [6] . Given a symmetric dissimilarity matrix D 2 R nÂn , the measure counts the number of negative gradients horizontally and vertically away from the main diagonal. In essence, it counts the number of object triples that make D depart from an ideal anti-Robinson form (see Section 3.4), which is a natural expectation in seriation [15] . This measure is further restricted by a window of size d and is normalized by the maximum number of negative gradients. In a simplified form, it can be expressed as
The advantage of RGAR over other measures (e.g., ones reviewed in [15] ) is that by varying d, we can assess the quality of ordering at multiple structural levels. Specifically, smaller/larger values of d enable RGAR to inspect more the local/global aspects of the seriated map D. In addition to this measure, we also make use of its accumulated version ARGARðDÞ ¼ P nÀ1 d¼2 RGARðD; dÞ across all window sizes. This provides an overall image for the ordering quality. Fig. 4 displays the ARGAR errors of the proposed consensus method and the ones derived from the existing measures. For each subset T i , each consensus method is applied to combine the sequences generated from all member algorithms of that particular subset. Each experiment is also repeated independently to four selected datasets. It can be seen that for all the cases but one, the proposed method performs better than Hamming, Spearman and Kendall based consensus task. Only for the SRBCT dataset and subset T 5 , Spearman and Kendall based fusions show to be better with ARGAR errors of 213.0 and 212.8, respectively, compared to 213.6 of the proposed method (both Kendall and Spearman based methods have very similar errors in most cases). The plots in Fig. 4 also include the ARGAR errors averaged over all the individual algorithms comprising each subset T i . It can be seen, that only in subset T 3 for the SRBCT dataset the proposed method is worse than the average with an ARGAR difference of 1.2. However, in all other cases the former is consistently below the error of the average with a mean ARGAR difference of 3.9. These observations show that the proposed consensus fusion outperforms Hamming, Spearman and Kendall, and is mostly better than the average error of the fused sequences. In general though, it cannot be expected to be better than all fused sequences as the optimization does not take into account RGAR errors. The figure plots also show that even for subsets with large overlap, the results can vary distinctly. For instance, T 2 and T 3 in Figs. 4a, 4c , and T 4 and T 5 in Figs. 4a, 4d .
We use Fig. 5 to qualitatively compare the seriated distance maps for the proposed method and each of the original algorithms for the selected subset T 1 ¼ {MDS1, R2E, VAT} and dataset Alpha CI. The map of MDS1 shows two main concentrations of samples: those with low ( 200) and those with high (!300) sequence index positions. The concentrations are indicated by the small dissimilarity values in the top-left and bottom-right corners of the map and the high values in the other two corners. This map describes the more global aspects of the dataset as it reveals the sample separation at a larger scale. The blocky structure of the VAT map, on the other hand, captures more the local dissimilarity characteristics of the samples as it reveals multiple local cluster fragments. The R2E map captures mostly the mid-level structure of the samples, as most small dissimilarity values are lying along the main diagonal. The map of the fused sequence in Fig. 5d is derived by combining all three previous sequences. Overall, this map seems to have the global concentration characteristics of MDS1, some of the linear variations of R2E along the diagonal with increasing dissimilarities moving off the diagonal, and some of the sporadic blocky structures from VAT. This demonstrates that consensus seriation can generate novel solutions unattainable by any of the original methods; this principal advantage is also the case in consensus clustering approaches [22] . Similar observations can also be drawn from Fig. 6 , which displays the maps for each of the individual algorithms within T 4 ¼ {BEA, LS, MDS2, SS1, VAT} for another dataset. BEA, MDS2 and VAT describe more the local aspects of the data, while LS and SS1 the global structure. The consensus map in Fig. 6f resembles the LS one, but exhibits sharper separations between the four main concentrations which is likely owed to the three sequences emphasizing the local structure.
To quantitatively compare the methods at different scales, we present Fig. 7 which records the RGAR errors for the entire range d 2 ½2; n À 1 of windows. The errors are measured for the sequences of MDS1, R2E and VAT in T 1 , as well as the Hamming, Spearman, Kendall based fusion methods and the proposed one for the Alpha CI dataset. It can be seen, that VAT performs very well at smaller window sizes by starting off with its minimum RGAR value of 0.31 at d ¼ 2 and then steeply increasing to an error of 0.45 at d ¼ 70. This confirms the local capabilities of the algorithm owed to its linkage-based search. Conversely, MDS1 works better on the global structure due to its projectionbased ordering, and outperforms all other methods after window size d ¼ 385, with finally reaching a minimum RGAR of 0.33. R2E is better at the mid-level structure (similarly observed in [6] ), as it shows lower errors at middle window sizes and reaches a minimum RGAR of 0.29 at d ¼ 237. This is likely owed to its gradual convergence to a low-dimensional elliptical structure via successively iterating correlation matrices. The proposed consensus method seems to have lower RGAR than R2E within the first 20 and the last 80 window sizes. Also, after d ¼ 130 with RGAR of 0.44, it performs much better than VAT. For d values between 130 to 340, that define mostly the mid-level structure, it outperforms both VAT and MDS1. Only for a small window range between 340 and 410 it is worse than both R2E and MDS1. These observations, and similarly for experiments with other algorithms and datasets, show that consensus seriation can capture different characteristics from the fused sequences expressed at diverse scales. Another observation is that the fused sequence exhibits relatively less abrupt error variations across the different scales. This can be seen by the RGAR ranges (standard deviations), which for the MDS1, R2E, VAT and the proposed consensus are 0.168 (0.056), 0.238 (0.062), 0.167 (0.020) and 0.121 (0.037), respectively; that is, the consensus has the narrowest range and the second smallest deviation. Finally, with regard to Hamming, Spearman and Kendall based consensus, the proposed one performs similarly for d values up to 35, and thereafter maintains consistently lower RGAR errors.
CONCLUSION
We have introduced a novel measure for comparing arbitrary object sequences generated by seriation algorithms and an instance of the generalized correlation coefficient based on this measure. Its principal advantage, compared to other existing measures evaluating permutation vectors, is that it takes explicitly into account positional distances between object pairs and it is invariant to object ordering. Various statistical properties to aid the understanding and applicability of the measure and the coefficient have been presented. Furthermore, we have introduced a consensus seriation method formulated as a quadratic assignment problem that can be approximated by a fast spectral optimization procedure. We have also derived the combinatorial consensus formulations of the Hamming, Spearman and Kendall measures for reasons of comparison with the proposed model. Finally, thorough experimentations demonstrated the utility of the introduced coefficient by comparing multiple seriation algorithms applied to various datasets. These also supported the qualitative and quantitative analyses of the different consensus formulations. Alexandros Kostopoulos received the MEng degree in avionic systems with pilot studies from the University of Liverpool in 2011. He is currently working toward the PhD degree in combinatorial data analysis. He is interested in machine learning, data ordering, feature generation, and dimensionality reduction. He is a keen diver, having reached BSAC dive leader, and open water instructor, and also enjoys playing field hockey.
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